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1. INTRODUCTION

The troposphere is the lower part of the Earth's atmosphere extending
to an altitude of about 9 km at the earth's poles and 17 km at the equator. The
tropop&use is the upper boundary of the troposphere, above which the temperature
increases slightly with height or remains constant.

The percentage composition of the principal gases does not change with
altitude except that of water vapour. The permanent dipole moment of the
molecules of water vapour causes it to be a very significant contributor to the
variability of the atmospheric refractive index. The proportion by volume of wa-
ter vapour in the air at the ground level on the average varies from less than
0.001% in the arctic to more than 6% in the tropics 12'. This proportion decreases
rapidly with height and is highly dependent on local air temperature. Fig. 1
shows 30' typical variations in Niger, West Africa. Radiation, absorption, conden-
sation, evaporation, advection, convection, turbulent diffusion and a number of
complex and interacting meteorological phenomena lead to non-linear and fairly
unpredictable processes in the troposphere i4K

The troposphere is transparent to most of the solar energy, hence the
source of the heat for the troposphere is the Earth which is heated by the sun.
The Earth heats the troposphere through the processes of conduction, convection
and radiation. The resulting thermal structure is modified by the water vapour
generated from ocean surfaces and large bodies of water. The dry adiabatic lapse
rate in the troposphere is 9.8°C per km. Due to the presence of water vapour,
the temperature lapse rate is less than 9.8°C per km. The temperature in the
troposphere gradually decreases with height at the rate of approximately 6°C per
km.

Temperature increases with altitude in an inversion layer and such a layer
is highly stable. All vertical motions are strongly inhibited and pollution emitted
below the layer tends to be confined below it. Radiation cooling is one of the
causes of temperature inversion. Advection can also cause temperature inversion.
For example, hot dry air from land may move over cold wet air causing temperature
inversion.



3. RADIO REFRACTIVE INDEX

The atmospheic radio refractive index, n is very close to unity (typically
1.00035), hence it is more convenient to talk of the refractivity, JV given by

(1)

where
P = atmospheric pressure (tnb)

e = water vapour pressure (mb)

T = absolute temperature (K)

The relationship between water vapour density, p(gm/m3), water vapour
pressure, e[mb) and the relative humidity, H(%) a given by Ref. 8.

p = 216.7 £

H = 100 • e/e,

- = 5?5i . 10(30-»so/r|

where e, = saturation vapour pressure (mb) at temperature T(K),

(2)

(3)

W

The dependence of refractivity on temperature and relative humidity is
very important in the tropics. Fig. 2 illustrates *4' these changes in refractivity
for varying relative humidity values at different temperatures. For example, at a
relative humidity of 6096, when the temperature changes from -10"C to +10"C
the variation in refractivity is negligible in contrast to a much larger variation at
higher temperatures, say from 20"C to 40°C. This pattern explains how surface
refractivity and also the effective earth's radius factor (k) may be subjected to
wild variations in a single day in the tropical region.

3.1 Refractivity In the Model Atmosphere

Pressure, temperature and water vapour contents all decrease with height
above the earth's surface in the troposphere on the average, except in temperature
inversion layers where temperature increases with height.

N varies with height as

= N,exp{-h/H)
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(5)

where JV(fc) is refractivity at a height h above which the refractivity is JV,, H is
scale height.

For the CC1R model atmosphere *>

N(h) = 3J5exp(-0.136A) (6)

where 315 is the average surface refractivity and the scale height is 7.353 km. h
is in km.

2.2 Sea Level Refractivity

For prediction of some propagation effects, the surface refractivity is use-
ful. To remove surface height variations (topography of location) surface refrac-
tivity can be reduced to sea-level values JV0 using

JV. =JVoexp(-O.136fc) (7)

The scale height in the locality can be used if available.

The CCIR has produced world map of JV0. Figs. 3(a) and (b) 1T) show
the surface refractivity variation in Africa, with the following main features M ' .

(a) In the equatorial climatic belt (±5° latitude) JV0 is characterized by high
values in the range 370 to 390 JV units and is practically independent of
season. The annual range of mean No is only about 5 — 10JV units.

(b) In the tropical continental climatic region (S° —20° latitude), No is much
higher during the rainy season than during the dry season and there are
high annual ranges of about 70-110 N units.

(c) In the hot desert region (20° - 3O"N latitude), low values of about 310
are found in the hinterland.

(d) In the warm temperate region, moderate values of JV0 (300 - 350) JV
units are found with a low annual range of about 5N units.

Owolabi and Williams J*> have shown that in Nigeria, JV, decreases from
the south to the north and the values 375, 350 and 32S N units were obtained for
the southern (latitude 4" - 7" N), middle (latitude 10° - 13"N) zones respectively.
In Brazil, the values of JV0 at Belem (1.5°S, 48.5°W) are about 370 and 360 N
units in February and August, respectively, indicating slightly greater refractivity
in local summer which coincides with the rainy season 30).32),



3.3 Refractlvlty Gradient

The curvature of the ray path in the troposphere is determined by the
refractivity gradient and not by its absolute value. Making use of the standard
(average) gradients of pressure, temperature and water vapour at ground level for
temperate latitutes, we have

an
(8)

In a temperature inversion, when dT/dh is positive, dN/dk becomes neg-
atively large. Since temperature inversion inhibits vertical motion and mixing, a
targe lapse rate of water vapour is usually produced in such layers. The combina-
tion of positive dTjdh and a large negative de/dh results in large negative values
of refractivity gradient in an inversion layer.

2.4 Atmospheric Retraction

A radio wave encounters variations in atmospheric refractive index along
its trajectory that cause the ray path to become curved.

The radius of curvature R of the ray is given by

1 \dn
— = cos
R ndh (9)

where 9 = angle of the radio ray with the horizontal.

In the troposphere, » w 1 and for small values of angle 9, we have

dh
(10)

R is determined by the lapse rate of refractive index with height and not by its
absolute value. When dN/dh is negative, R is positive and the propagation path
is convex.

2.4.1 Effective earth radius A hypothetical effective earth radius that
makes the relative curvature of the ray and that of an effective earth to be such
that radio rays appear to travel in straight lines rather than curved lines over
the true earth. This technique is adequate in a well mixed atmosphere where the
refractivity gradient can be assumed to be constant with height.

§ &

By equating the relative curvatures, we have

where

- (>••£««-)• (116)

where k is the effective earth radius factor. For middle latitudes, average dN/dh
for standard atmosphere is —407V units /km and k is 4/3. There is a large variation
in the median values of k near the equator. In the equatorial regions of India, k
varies between 1.3 and 1.8 2*', In the equatorial regions of Africa, k is 1.5 lT'. k
was also found to be 1.43 and 1.22 for the rainy and dry seasons, respectively, and
k of 1.20 was obtained for the desert region in Africa.

2.4.2 M-proflle The Af-profile technique is useful for a stratified tropo-
sphere when the refractivity gradient is no longer constant with height. The term
M or "modified" refractive index has been denned in units which relate the cur-
vature of microwave beam to the curvature of the earth

M = N+106-a (12a)

M = N +

Fig. 4 shows typical Af-profiles le>

^ = ^

(126)

(13)

i.e. ĵji is positive for ^ less negative than —\hTNjkm. The gradient of M is a
useful indicator for the occurrence of ducting.

2.5 Forms of Atmospheric Refraction

(a) Negative Refraction ^ > 0 and R is negative. The ray pathB are curved
upwards. The radio wave moves away from the earth's surface and the
line of sight range and the range of propagation decreases accordingly.

(b) Zero refraction: <$ = 0 and R is infinite. The ray is a straight line.

(c) Positive Refraction: ^ < 0 and R is positive. The ray paths are curved
towards the earth. Positive refraction can be subdivided into

8



(i) Standard: $ f = -40JV/Jfcm, k = 4/3

(ii) Critical: ^ = -157JV/Jtm, Jt = oo

(iii) Ducting: ^ < -ISlN/km, k < 0

The three broad classifications of atmospheric refraction are:

Sub-refraction Super refractive Ducting
Region Region Region

M > - 4 0 -1ST - 4 0 < -157

fc < 0

2.5.1 Super-refraction and ducting Under the influence of synoptic pro-
cesses such u subsidence, advection, or surface heating and radiative cooling,
stratification can occur in the lower troposphere.

When ^ < -157JV/*m, we have ducting.

Ducting occurs for grazing angles of incidence, 6 less than a critical angle
9e (CCIR T>).

(14)9 < 9e = w*\n(y/2\6.M\ x 10-«)

where AM = change in M across a ducting layer of thickness 6.

For efficient duct propagation, X < A,,, where

A. = 1.9 x lQ-'D1 •• (15)

For an elevated duct, the duct thickness D (metres) is given by (see Fig. 5)

where \^\t = ^jf is the magnitude of the ducting gradient and | ^ | » = magni-
tude of the gradient in the underlying layer (if present). For a ground based duct
with no underlying layer, D = 28.

Tropospheric layers (e.g. near the surface) can
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(i) introduce additional propagation paths, thus producing fading.

(ii) effectively isolate one communication terminal from the other e.g. as in
Fig. 8 "».

(iii) diffract the service propagation path, introducing losses.

(iv) cause interference to other distant services,

(v) result in leakage of secret communication.

2.5.3 Surface and elevated ducts The occurrence of initial gradient less
than -157 N/km is used as a direct measure of the existence of ground based
duct that is 100 m thick. The sea-surface ducts tend to be more prevalent and
extensive than those overland. Fig, 7 shows the refractivity gradient contours for
the trade wind inversion in May 10'. Fig. 8 shows the surface duct occurrence
probability {%) in India for May and July at midnight 33K The study of surface
duct occurrence probability at six locations in West Africa carried out by Owolabi
and Ajayi 37' showed that an average high surface ducting occurrence probability
of 43% was found for three of the stations north of latitude 12°N compared with
a corresponding probability of 8% for the three stations south of latitude 12°N. In
general, Hautefeuille et al. 13> observed very deep fading of up to 50 dB on a 7 GHz
radio link. Elevated ducts also occur in practice depending on the meteorological
conditions.

2.0 Losses In Duct Propagation

The basic transmission loss is related to that of free apace L\,f by *'

(17)

where d' = distance within the duct

Lb = duct transmission low

The factor A accounts for other attenuation mechanisms such as leakage losses due
to duct irregularities or losses due to ground reflection and etc. The free space
path loss is given by

Lbf = 92.44 + 20 log d + 20 log /

with d in km and / in GHz.

10
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3.7 Measurement of Radio Refractlvlty

(a) Direct method: The microwave refractomer is used. It is capable of mea-
suring rapid fluctuations in If. The refractometer measures the change
in the resonant frequency of a cylindrical cavity with ends open to the
atmosphere and compares with the resonant frequency of a standard cav-
ity sealed from the atmosphere. The refractometer is usually mounted
on an aircraft for obtaining TV-height profile, hence it is an expensive
technique.

(b) Indirect method: N can be computed from measured pressure, tempera-
ture and water vapour pressure.

(i) Tethered balloon system can be used for height profile in the first km
of the troposphere. It has poor time resolution because each profile can
take up to Ihr.

(ii) Meteorological sensors can be installed at intervals on a, tower for
measurement of the three parameters p, T and e. It is only applicable to
the lowest 200 m part of the atmosphere.

(ili) Upper air meteorological data measurements using radiosondes are
carried out at some hundreds of stations all over the world, with launches
at 0000 hrs GMT and 1200 hrs GMT. This system provides a large volume
of data for statistical analysis, but the spatial and temporal resolutions
of the data are poor for radio communication applications.

(c) Sodar: This is an acoustic sounding system, which is very useful for
studying temperature inversions which cause radio ducts.

3. PRECIPITATION

The congestion in the low microwave frequency bands and the increasing
need for high capacity communication channels have necessitated the use of fre-
quencies above 10 GHz for both terrestrial and satellite communication systems.
Hydrometers such as rain, hail, fog, ice, cloud and snow attenuate radio waves
above 5 GHz and also cause other impairments to communication systems. The
most important effects of hydrometeors on microwave propagation are '*':

(a) attenuation caused by dissipation of radio wave energy as heat.
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(b) scatter resulting in loss in the desired direction and consequently causing
interference to other systems.

(c) depolarization due to the non-spherical nature of raindrops.

(d) rapid amplitude and phase scintillations caused by equivalent multipath
propagation.

(e) antenna gain degradation due to phase dispersion of ray paths reaching
the antenna.

(f) bandwidth coherence reduction especially in digital systems involving
carriers spanning over large channel bandwidths.

3.1 Types of Rain

Stratiform rain - widespread regions with low rain rates and small em-
bedded showers, with horizontal extent of hundreds of km and durations exceeding
one hour. The rain vertical extent is up to the height of the bright band.

Convective Rain - localized regions of relatively intense rainfall charac-
terized by strong up and down drafts extending deep into the troposphere. The
horizontal scale is of several km and durations of tens of minutes.

Orographic - caused entirely or mostly by the forced uplift of moist air
over high ground.

Monsoon Rain - a sequence of bands of intense convection followed by
intervals of stratiform rain. The bands are typically 50km across, hundreds of km
in length and produce heavy precipitation lasting for several hours.

Tropical Storms - Large regions of precipitation extending over hundreds
of km. The storms are characterized by several spiral bands terminating in regions
of intense precipitation surrounding the central region of the storm.

12



3.3 Drop Size Distribution

The three most commonly used distributions obtained mainly from tem-
perate data are Laws and Parsons (L-P) '•>, Marshall- Palmer (M-P) M>, Joss-
Thunderstorm (J-T) and Drizzle (J-D)) '«».

The measurements of Laws and Parsons and Marshall and Palmer an
fitted by a negative exponential of the form

JV(D) = (19)

where

and N(D)

A = AR-°*1 (20)

number of drops per mm diameter interval per cubic metre, No «=
= 4.1.

Joss et al. employed three classifications for rain events with different
constants for the general exponential distribution given in Table 1.

The M-P distribution satisfies the rain rate equation making use of the
fall velocity of the raindrops, but this is not true of the distributions of Joss et al.
For example for R of 100 nun/h used in the thunderstorm distribution, the true
rain rate calculated from the volume of water falling is only 67 mm/h.

3.2.1 Tropical raindrop size distribution Making use of the raindrop
size distribution measured in Nigeria, Ajayi and Olsen 3' proposed the following
tropical model:

NTN(D) (21)
oDy/2*

where M is the mean of tnD, o is the standard deviation, and ST IS the total
number of drops of all sties.

(22)

(23)

(24)

NT =

lt = -0.195 + 0.199 tnR

o3 - 0.137 - 0.013 tnR

Fig. 9 shows the comparison between the M-P and the Ajayi-Olsen (A-O) dis-
tributions. The M-P overestimates both the small and the large diameter drop
number for the tropical region.
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3.3.3 Shape of raindrops For simplified calculations, spherical drops are
assumed. However, falling drops assume a nearly spherical shape when subject
only to the effects of gravity and the surface tension of water. The force of gravity
provides the major orientation force for raindrops. The drops may vibrate and
oscillate while falling, but the net shape is oblate spheroidal with the symmetry
axis close to vertical. Pruppacher and Pitter sl* proposed a shape that is a function
of drop size.

$.3 Rainfall Rate Distribution

A model for the rain rate distribution is given by *'

P[R >r) = r > 2mm/h (25)

where a and 6 are derived from the rain rate R^.oi exceeded 0.01% of the time
and u is the parameter depending on climate and geographical features.

and the values of u given in Table 2 33)'3S) provide a good fit to the distributions
observed at most locations. Fig. 10 shows CCIR rain climatic zones with values
given in Table 3. Fig. 11 shows some cumulative rain rate distributions in tropical
tone »>.

3.4 Rain Attenuation

Raindrops both absorb and scatter microwave energy. Both may con-
tribute to the attenuation on a radio path, while scatter may also cause inter-
ference between radio paths. At wavelengths long compared with the drop size,
attenuation due to absorption will be greater than that due to scatter, whilst at
the shorter wavelenths, scatter will predominate. The Rayleigh scattering theory
appears to apply only up to 3 GHi iS' while above 3 GHz, Mie scattering is the
primary technique for rain attenuation calculations.

The specific attenuation "/(dB/km) due to rain is given by

'L= 4.343/ Qt{D}N(D)dD

U

(28)

r



».! 4) f ?=•-•- 'T r.'ii

is the total extinction cross section.

where Q, and Qji are scattering and absorption cross sections respectively.

(29)

Qi[D) is a function of dropsize diameter, wavelength and complex refrac-
tive Index m of the water drops. N(D) is the number of drops per unit volume
per diameter interval.

The rain rate is related to the drop size distribution by

R = 6* x 10-* /"" I^N[D)V(D}dD (30)
Jo

where V(D) ~ terminal velocity of drops in ms~l and JV(£>) is in mm~lm~3.

The specific attenuation has been found to be related to rainfall rate R

as

1 — ' (31)

where a and 4 are dependent on the frequency, polarization and the raindrop
characteristics. The parameters a and b are available in form of Tables T*.

The analytical approximations for a and b, adequate for system engineers
are given by Olsen et al. 36*.

a = 4.21 x 10" 6( / ) a 4 3

= 4.09 x l<r2(/)° co°

2.9 < / < SiGHz

54 < / < ISOGHz

and

1.4l(/)

2.63(/)-° 2TS

8.5 < / < 2SGHz

25 < / <

(32)

(33)

where / is in GHz.

Fig. 12 shows the comparison between the CCIR specific attenuation
and those computed using Ajayi-Olsen tropical raindrop size distribution assuming
spherical drops ''.

3.4.1 Frequency dealing When reliable long-term attenuation statistics
are available at one frequency / , the attenuation of another frequency / 3 can be
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estimated in the range 7 to SOGHz, for the game hop length and in the same
climatic region

— = 4^4 (34)
Ai g[Ji)

where A i and Ai are the values of attenuation in dB at frequencies /t and / j (in
GHz) exceeded with equal probability. The function g(f) is given by ''

?(/) =
rl.72

+ 3x 10-V*44 (35}

3.6 Rain Induced Depolarization

Terrestrial and earth-space microwave communication links could use two
orthogonal polarizations at the same frequency to increase channel capacity and
depolarization will limit the use of these two communication channels, as a result
of the interferring crosstalk between the channels.

The cross polarization discriminations are given by

XPDy =

(36)

(37)

where AEn = cross-polarized received field in the direction En transferred from
Ev, and AEv is the cross-polarized received field in the direction Ev transferred
from EH- H and V refer to horizontal and vertical polarizations respectively. The
XPD is given by Oguchi 34> as

XPDH =20 log

XPDv =20 log

(l-C)tanfl
G + tan3 $

(l-C)tang
Gtan2*

where 6 = canting angle of raindrops and G is given by

(38)

(39)

(40)

where Aa = differential attenuation in nepers per unit length and A<£ is differential
phase shift in degrees per unit length.

16



In terms of co-polarized path attenuation (CPA), we have T'

XPD = U-V log(CJM) dS (41)

where U and V depend primarily on f{GHz), path elevation angle and polariza-
tion tilt angle (for linear polarization) relative to the horizontal. V and V also
depend to some extent on drop size distribution, drop shape distribution and drop
temperature. Fig. 13 shows the effect of raindrop shape on XPD *K Spheroidal
and Pruppacher and Pitter drop shapes were considered.

4. ATTENUATION BY ATMOSPHERIC GASES

Molecular absorption at centimetre and millimetre wavelengths is pri-
marily due to atmospheric water vapour and oxygen. The oxygen molecule has a
small magnetic moment and absorption is produced by magnetic interaction with
the incident field. The interaction produces a series of very close lines between
about 50 and 70 GHz and an isolated line at 110 GHz °>. Oxygen does not change
with latitude or season, but diurnal and seasonal variations of water vapour can
be extremely large. The electric dipole associated with the water vapour molecule
interacts with the electromagnetic radiation to produce rotation absorption lines
at 22.2,183.3 and 324 GHz. The thermal emission at frequencies near the peaks of
the water vapour lines ia also proportional to the number of water vapour molecules
and may be used to sense the water vapour concentration when the temperature
is known 34>.

The total gaseous absorption in the atmosphere Aa(dB) over a path
length ro (km) is given by

(42)

where
(43)

1«(r) is the specific attenuation (dB/km) and io(r) and im[r) are the contribu-
tions by oxygen and water vapour respectively.

Fig. 14 *' shows attenuation due to gaseous constituents and precipita-
tion for transmission through the atmosphere. Fig. 15 compares the CCIR and
the values of specific attenuation computed for Nigeria 3'.
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4.1 Path attenuation

For terrestrial paths, the path attenuation is given by

(44)

where TO = path length.

For slant paths, the total attenuation is obtained by integrating equation
(42) through the atmosphere.

For elevation angle 9 greater than 10°

sin*
(45)

where ho and *>„ are oxygen and water vapour equivalent heights respectively.

The equivalent height concept is based on the assumption of an expo-
nential atmosphere specified by a scale height to describe the decay in density
with altitude. The equivalent heights for oxygen and water vapour may vary with
latitude, season and/or climate.

An alternative approach based on surface meteorological parameters can
be adopted. At the surface of the earth (P = lOOOmft)

7O = a + bp - ct (46)

where p = surface water vapour concentration g/m*

t — surface temperature, °C.

a,b,c are empirical coefficients derived by multiple regression analysts,
which vary with operating frequency, / .

The total zenith attenuation TQO based on tha global data set is given by

i«o = a + 0 r - C f (47)

where p = water vapour concentration at the surface ff/m9

( = surface air temperature °C.

a,f) and ( are empirical coefficients from multiple regression, which are
frequency dependent. The coefficients in equations are available in form of Ta-
bles B>.

18
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ff

t

For inclined paths the atmospheric attenuation may be assumed propor-
tional to the effective distance through the attenuation medium as approximated

by

where ra — effective slant path

ra =
2Ha

and
ra = ~ « > 10°sinff

(49)

(50)

where Ha = combined scale height of water vapour and oxygen.

H« = r«o/i. (51)

The attenuation on a slant path at an elevation angle 9 from the surface to a
height ft is given by

Aa = tara\\ - eKp(-h/Ha)\ (52)

5. TERRESTRIAL LINE OF SIGHT

Some propagation problems to be taken into consideration are:

(i) diffraction fading due to obstruction of the path by terrain obstacles
under adverse conditions of refractive index variation with height.

(ii) fading due to

(a) atmospheric multipath or defocusslng associated with abnormal re-
fractive layers.

(b) multipath from surface reflection

iii) attenuation due to

(a) rain and other hydrometeors

(b) atmospheric gases

19

iv) reduction in crow-polarization discrimination due to multipath and pre-
cipitation.

v) variation of the angle of arrival at the receiver terminal and angle-of-
launch at the transmitter terminal due to refraction.

vi) signal distortion due to frequency selective fading and delay during mul-
tipath propagation.

5.1 Path Profile

An important factor when plotting a profile chart is the relative curvature
of the earth and the microwave beam. This relative curvature can be shown
graphically either as a curved earth with radius ka and a straight line beam, or as
a flat earth with a microwave beam having a curvature of ka. The latter method
is preferred because of its flexibility.

Terrain has two effects on the propagation loss:

(i) Trees, buildings, hills or the earth can block a portion of the microwave
beam to cause an obstruction loss.

This is a form of diffraction loss. The loss increases with decreasing
path clearance from zero loss (i.e. free space conditions) to about 10 dB for zero
clearance. The obstruction loss is zero for a path clearance of approximately O.6F1,
where Fx, the first Fresnel zone radius is given by

F, = 17.3 (53)

where / is frequency (GHz) and d\,d% are distances from the link terminals in
km, d is the link length in km.

The n'K Fresnel tone radius is given by

Fn = (nXd^fd)^ (54)

Fig. 16 shows the CCIR recommendation for diffraction loss.

(ii) A very smooth section of terrain or water can reflect a second signal
to the receiving antenna leading to loss and variation of received signal.
Microwave paths with highly reflective terrain are undesirable and should
be avoided when possible.

20



5.2 Planning Criteria for Path Clearance

The following procedure recommended by the CCIR can be adopted *'.

(i) Determine the antenna heights required for the appropriate median value
of the point it- factor (in the absence of any data, use k — 4/3) and l.OFi,
clearance over the highest obstacle.

(ii) Obtain the value of fc,(99.9%) from Fig. 17 for the path considered.

(iii) Calculate the antenna heights required for the value of ke obtained from
step (ii) and the following Fresnel zone clearance radii.

Temperature Climate Tropic*! Climate

i.e. grazing) if there is 0.6^for path lengths
a single isolated path obstruction greater than about 30 km
0.3F,if the path obstruction
is extended along a portion
of the path.

(iv) Use the larger of the antenna heights obtained by steps (i) and (iii).

S.S Angles of Arrival

The variation of the angle of arrival in the vertical plane is appproxi-
mately proportional to the path length. The variations are caused by changes in
the mean refractive index gradient. Deviations from the normal angle of arrival
vary widely under multipath conditions and do not exhibit a strong dependence
on path length.

5.4 Multipath Propagation

The presence of distinct propagation paths give* rise to variations in the
received signal (amplitude and phase) in accordance with the mutual relationship
between the amplitudes and phases of the separate signal contributions. The
main effect is the generation of fades, which includes variations of the amplitude,
the phase and the polarization of the received signal. Multipath fading (MPF)
is a principal cause of outage in medium and high capacity microwave digital
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radio systems. The diurnal and seasonal variations of multipath propagation are
closely related to the occurrence of the meteorological conditions causing multipath
propagation.

A general function for estimating the probability of fading is given by S6'

P{R < L) = K • Q • fB • dP • FZ • £ a (55)

where P is the probability

R and L are amplitudes in linear measure.

K is a factor for climatic conditions

Q is a factor for terrain conditions

/ is the frequency (GHz)

d is the path length in km

Fn is a path clearance factor

B, C and x are constants.

In cases, where strong surface reflection has been prevented, the fading
can be divided into 3 types:

(i) rapid scintillation - these are usually small amplitude fluctuations, which
may not be significant and they are more noticeable at frequencies above
10 GHc.

(ii) slow non-selective fading due to single path propagation effects. It occurs
during stratified atmospheric conditions and is less severe than multipath
fading.

(iii) rapid frequency - selective fading due to multipath propagation. It is
the most severe and governs the outage of analogue and digital radio
links. Because the fading is frequency selective, the distortion induced at
all amplitude levels in a wideband digital link can be & major source of
outage. Multipath propagation reduces the cross-polarization isolation
in a dual-polarized link.

Conditions for fade types (ii) and (iii) occur during the night and early
morning hours of summer days in the temperate climates. In the tropics (especially
at the costal locations), the fades have a higher incidence of occurrence.
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5.4.1 Diversity Improvement Diversity system is used to reduce signal

fading by selecting the highest level from two or more signal channels which carry

the same information, but are taken from separate receivers, so long as the sig-

nals have a low cross-correlation. In frequency diversity, two different frequencies

separated usually by less than 5% are used, whilst in space diversity two receiving

channels are fed from two antennas spaced a distance apart. Vertical spacing of

about 150A is desirable for space diversity to be effective. In quadruple channel

diversity the combination of frequency and space diversities is utilized. In angle

diversity use is made of two or more antenna beams separated by small angles

in the vertical plane. In areas where ducting is prevalent e.g. in Senegal and

parts of West Africa 1 3 ' measurements indicate that diversity using parallel radio

paths properly spaced above the ground could lead to significant improvement in

reception.

5.5 Path Attenuation due to Precipitation

The effective path length technique is one of the methods used to account

for the spatial inhomogeneity of precipitation along a microwave link in the calcu-

lation of the total path attenuation due to precipitation, using the point surface

rain rate. The path attenuation Ag.oi exceeded for 0.01% of the time is given by

(58)

where f is the specific attenuation at the frequency, polarization and surface rain

rate, L is the physical length of the path and r is the reduction factor, given by *)

1 + 0.045L
(57)

For percentages of time, p between 0.001 and 1.0, the path attenuation Ap is given

by">

_ Q 12p-(0M6+0.0«loiP) (58)

These CCIR recommendations are based on results obtained in Europe, Japan

and USA. For simultaneous rain rate and attenuation measurements, mean error is

about —5% and standard deviation between 10 and 15% as a function of percentage

of time.
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6. EARTH-SATELLITE PATH

e.l Vertical Structure of Precipitation

A vertically homogeneous and cylindrical model of a raincell extending

from the earth's surface to the 0"C isotherm height has been assumed in prediction

models for attenuation. Although the simple raincell model has given good results

for the temperate latitudes, it overestimates the attenuation in the tropical regions

because of the heavy rainfall, different character of tropical rain with different

horizontal and vertical structure and/or different drop size distributions.

Below the 0°C isotherm liquid particles exist, that attenuate the sig-

nals and above the 0°C isotherm, there are only freezing particles with negligible

attenuation on the radio waves.

The average height of the 0°C isotherm, kfR during rainy conditions is
given by

4.0
4.0 - - 36)

where <j> is the latitude (degrees).

Ajayi and Odunewu 5 ' have shown that hpR obtained in Nigeria is gen-

erally higher than the CCIR values. The effective rain height, hn for prediction

of attenuation is in general different from the 0°C isotherm height. For Europe,

6.2 Average Year Path Attenuation due to Precipitation

With reference to Fig. 18, the slant path, L. below the rain height is
given by

Lt = " " " * km 9>S"
sinfl

L. =
- hs) km » < 5°

(60)

(61)

where hs is the height above mean sea level of the earth station and Re is the

effective radius of the earth (8500 km).

The horizontal projection, LG of the slant path is given by

La = L. coaB (62)



where $ is angle of elevation.

For a rain rate, #0.01 exceeded for 0.01% of time the specific attenuation
is given by

1R = a{Ro.oi)h (63)

The slant path attenuation exceeded for 0.01% of an average year is given by

where ro,oi< the reduction factor for 0.01% of time is given by

1
ro.01 =

1 +

(64)

(65)

For other percentages of an average year, the attenuation Ap exceeded is given by

(66)

For latitudes, <f> > 30°, the prediction is in agreement within 10% of measurements
at 0.01% level. However for low latitudes the prediction overestimates and the
predicted value is to be divided by 3 in order to obtain values comparable with
available measurement data. The available attenuation data for low latitudes are
few, hence it is difficult to ascertain what percentage of the overestimation is due
to the prediction technique and that due to attenuation measurement error.

Intense raincells responsible for large attenuation usually have horizontal
dimensions of a few km, hence site diversity is employed to improve system reliabil-
ity. Orbital diversity is also being investigated as a possible method of improving
system reliability.

T. TRANSHORIZON PROPAGATION

This can be broadly divided into two parts:

(i) Provision of radio relay systems

(ii) Intersystem Interference
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T.I Radio Relay Systems

For frequencies greater than 30MHz, beyond the horizon propagation
which occur permanently are due to

(a) diffraction - attenuation increases rapidly with distance, hence not suit-
able

(b) scatter from atmospheric irregularities - used to establish transhorizon
radio communication.

Such systems require high power transmitters, high gain antennas, sen-
sitive receivers and usually some diversity system to overcome signal fading. The
practical frequency range is about 200 MHz to SGHz and up to distances of about
1000 km.

7.1.1 Long term median transmission losa The long term median
transmission loss, £(50) due to tropospheric scatter has the form 6*

L(50) = 30 log / - 20 log if + F{9d) -Gt-GT + Lt- V{de) in dB (67)

where / is frequency (MHz), Gu GT are antenna gains, £„ is the aperture to
medium coupling loss (or gain degradation) of the two antennas, 6 (radians) is
the angle between the radio horizon in the great circle plane containing the path
terminals for median atmospheric conditions, F(8d) is a function of the angle
0(radians) and the distance d[ktn), shown in Fig. 19 as a function of the surface
refractivity N, • V(dt) is a correction for various types of climates •'. A semi-
empirical estimate of Lc is given by

Le = 0.07<Bcp[0.055(G, + Gr)] dB

Gt < SOdB, Gt < SOdB (68)

In terms of the radiometeorological parameters, the basic transmission loss Lt(P)
for the time percentage P, in dB can be obtained from the semi-empirical formula

Lh(P) = 102 + 30 log if + 30 log/ + 1.5G. (69)

where d is distance (km), / is frequency [MHt) and Cc is the gradient near the
base of the common volume, which can often be replaced by the difference between
the value of N at 1 km above and at the base of the common volume.
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7.1.3 Signal Variations Stow variations are due to major changes in re-
fractive index and are weather dependent. They are not strongly dependent on
frequency. Rapid fading is a result of the vector addition of many incoherent
contributions (i.e. with different amplitude and phase) from a large number of
scattering elements within the common volume of the two antennas of the radio
link. The rapidly varying fading pattern determine the transmissible bandwidth,
the associated limitations to rate of transfer of digital data and the gain degrada-
tion of the antennas that may be expected.

Quadruple diversity is widely used to overcome rapid fading effects in
order to achieve operational reliability of about 90.9%. Frequency/angle diversity
can be employed, in which only one antenna is used at each end of the link, but
two vertically spaced feeds to the receiver antenna so as to give offset beams. Such
a technique is useful where large antennas and high land costs are involved or on
offshore oil rig platform.

7.3 Inter/system Interference

Fig. 20 Bhows °) the propagation phenomena producing interference. The
high level fields produced by ducting and rain scatter cause intersystem interfer-
ence. Rain scatter on a space-Earth path can cause interference to a terrestrial
system. Scatter from a terrestrial link to a space station is also possible. The scat-
tering can be considered to be approximately isotropic and maximum coupling will
occur when the main lobes (of the space station and terrestrial station) intersect
in rain.
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Table 1
Joss et al. classification of rainfall

Table 2
Classification of parameter u values

Type of rain

Drizzle

Widespread rain

Thunderstorm rain

No

30,000

8,000

1,400

A

5.7

4.1

3.0

Localities

- Coastal or nearby
water masses
and mountainous region*

- Average rolling terrain
- Arid regions

Temperate zones

EUROPE

Central
Southern

0.030

0.025

Northern

0.045

0.025

AMERICA

Canada

0.032

0.025
0.015

USA

0.032

0.025
0.015

JAPAN

0.045

0.045

Tropical
zone

0.042

0.025
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Table 3

CCIR Rain climatic zones T*
Rainfall intensity exceeded [mm/h) Reference to Fig. 10.

P*rc*ntaf*
of time

(*)

1 0

0.3

0.1

0.03

0.01

0.003

0.001

A

-

2

E

«

14

XI

B

1

3

6

11

21

»

C

-

t

0

It

26

43

D

3

C

13

19

M

41

E

1

6

11

n

41

TO

F

1

a

is

i s

54

78

G

-

12

10

30

45

65

H

-

10

la

32

55

S3

J

-

13

10

IS

35

4S

55

X

I

•

11

S3

41

TO

100

L

-

T

IE

33

60

105

150

M

4

It

13

40

03

95

110

N

5

15

35

M

OS

140

ISO

P

13

34

65

105

US

100

250

33

to

9

8

7

6

4

3

2

1
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t
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|12hOOGMT)

N<f^ 22 May 1965

X.X,
A >f

y^" 9 March 1965 1

i • • - - o ^ 0 _
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water vapour density i

Variation of water vapour concentration with altitude at Niamey in Niger
(from Ref. 28).
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Calculated values of radio refractivity plotted againit relative humidity
at different temperatures (after Ref. 34). Main climatic regions of Africa (after Ref.lT).
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Typical M profiles (after Ref. IB).
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Fig.5

Radiometric characteristics of a ducting layer *'
6: ducting layer thickness
DT tropoapheric radio duct thickness.

Fig.6

An atmospheric fading mechanism, isolation. Isolation of terminals, one
from another may be caused by atmospheric layers and ducts (after Ref.
11).



Fig.7

Refractivity gradient contours for the trade wind inversion in May (after
Ref. 10).
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Fig.8

Surface duct occurrence probability [%) in India for a) May and b) July
at OOhOO GMT (after Ref.33).
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Comparison of Ajayi-Ol«en raindrop size lognorma.1 model with the Mar-
shall and Palmer distribution (after Ref. 2).

Fig.10

Rain climatic tones (refer to Table 3) T>.
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Variation of cross polarization discrimination, XPD with copolar Attenu-
ation CPA at three frequencies showing the effect of raindrop shape (after
Ref. 1).
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Attenuation due to caseous constituenta and precipitation for transmis-
sions through the atmosphere *>.
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Specific attenuation due to oxygen and water vapour (after Ref. 3).
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Diffraction Iocs for obstructed line-of-sight microwave radio paths *'.
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Minimum effective value of it exceeded for approximately 99.9% of the
time (Continental temperate climate) *'
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Schematic representation of an Earth-space path

A. Frozen precipitation

B.Rain height

C.Liquid precipitation

D.Earth-space path
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